CMSC 15200: Introduction to Computer Science II

Class Meet: Tuesday and Thursday 12:00-1:20 PM @ Ryerson 251

Lab Meet: Tuesday 4:30-5:50PM @ JRL A01C

Instructor: Kui Ren

Office: 275-B Ryerson Hall
Phone: (773) 702 3768
Email: kren@uchicago.edu
Office Hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1:30-2:30PM + Appointments

Teaching Assistants: Sonjia Eder Waxmonskey (wax@cs.uchicago.edu)
                    Negarsadat Mirsattari (misrattari@cs.uchicago.edu)

Grading: Assignments 40%, Labs 20%, Midterm 20%, Final 20%.

Textbooks:

Algorithms in C, 3rd edition
Robert Sedgewick
Addison-Wesley, 1998
Required

The C Programming Language, 2nd edition
Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie
Prentice Hall, 1988
Required

Practice of Programming
Brian Kernighan and Rob Pike
Prentice Hall, 1999

Course Webpage: http://www.math.uchicago.edu/~kren/Teaching/CMSC15200/CMSC15200.html